Virtually all molecular interactions networks, independent of organism and physiological context, have majority-leaves minority-hubs (mLmH) topology. Current generative models of this topology are based on controversial hypotheses that, controversy aside, demonstrate sufficient but not necessary evolutionary conditions for its emergence. Here we show that the circumvention of computational intractability provides sufficient and (assuming P̸ =NP) necessary conditions for the emergence of the mLmH property. Evolutionary pressure on molecular interaction networks is simulated by randomly labelling some interactions as 'beneficial' and others 'detrimental'. Each gene is subsequently given a benefit (damage) score according to how many beneficial (detrimental) interactions it is projecting onto or attracting from other genes. The problem of identifying which subset of genes should ideally be conserved and which deleted, so as to maximize (minimize) the total number of beneficial (detrimental) interactions network-wide, is NP-hard. An evolutionary algorithm that simulates hypothetical instances of this problem and selects for networks that produce the easiest instances leads to networks that possess the mLmH property. The degree distributions of synthetically evolved networks match those of publicly available experimentally-validated biological networks from many phylogenetically-distant organisms.
INTRODUCTION
Biological networks (BNs) are graphs where nodes and edges represent bio-molecules (protein, DNA, RNA, or metabolites) and interactions, respectively. A BN describes interactions in a given physiological context such as protein-protein, transcription factor-gene, small RNA-gene, or enzyme-metabolite interactions. Virtually all BNs, regardless of organism or physiological context [11, 25, 29, 32, 34, [38] [39] [40] , are rich in loosely connected 'leaf' genes, with a small number of highly connected 'hub' genes. More precisely, the percentage of genes having degree d is exponentially inversely proportional to d. We refer to this topology as majority-leaves minority-hubs (mLmH). The scale [30] and quality [39] of experimentally-validated interaction networks has been exponentially increasing, but conclusive answers to fundamental questions about the emergence of their architectural properties remain elusive. The widely popular [27] scale-free (SF) model asserts that node degree frequencies in BNs follow a power-law distribution [5] . The veracity of this assertion and the design principles it later inspired [1, 6] has however been seriously questioned [10, 12, 18, 21, 36 ]. An important shortcoming of SF and other models [4] is that their respective higher-level abstractions do not account for any functional aspects in biological networks and as such provide no conclusive justification for the emergence of mLmH property [2] . Gene duplication has been suggested [7, 37] as a mechanism that leads to mLmH, but that does not explain 'intermediate states that necessarily exist in the context of actual populations' [23] . Key predictions of SF model in particular have been contradicted by experimental evidence [13, 16] . The highly-optimized tolerance (HOT) model aims to capture evolutionary pressure forces that result in the emergence of mLmH [8] , arguing the latter is the result of 'trade-offs between yield, cost of resources, and tolerance to risks'. The fundamental question however still remains: on what basis can these trade-offs be considered universal? An explanatory model may well provide sufficient conditions, but they are not necessary unless there is a 'concrete underlying theory to support it' [35] . Simulated HOT systems are robust against 'designed-for uncertainties' [8] , rendering the applicability of the model in biological context (where there is no design) problematic. In the absence of a convincing theory that justifies the emergence of mLmH (and rules out other plausible hypotheses), another radical hypothesis has also been proposed: system-level traits may be mere byproducts of non-adaptive evolutionary forces such as mutation and genetic drift [24, 26, 33] . The latter view effectively questions the scientific merit of systems biology itself.
In this work, we model the evolutionary pressure on BNs to rewire themselves as a computational optimization problem. An interaction between two genes can, at some point in evolutionary time, become advantageous or detrimental to the overall fitness of the organism. Under strong evolutionary pressure, it can become critical for the system to conserve (delete) some genes in order to fixate beneficial (cleanse detrimental) interactions. The optimization question is: which genes to conserve and which to delete so as to maximize (minimize to a threshold) the overall total number of beneficial (detrimental) interactions? If every gene is engaged in only beneficial (detrimental) interactions, the answer is clear and no optimization search is needed. However, some or all genes can be 'ambiguous': they are engaged in both beneficial and damaging interactions, and therefore a combinatorial optimization search is needed to identify the subset of genes that should ideally be conserved (deleted) so that the overall total number of beneficial interactions is maximal (minimal to a threshold).
Biological systems do not employ sophisticated search algorithms from one generation to the next: Nature's algorithm is simply successive iterations of random variation followed by non-random selection (RVnRS) [9] . However, the number of RVnRS iterations needed before a network's connectivity profile has been sufficiently transformed to a healthy state can, depending on the topology of the network, be hopelessly exponential. Our results show that simulating evolutionary pressure on a population of random networks, and repeatedly selecting those that produce easy instances of this problem (mainly, those having less ambiguous genes), leads to networks with mLmH property. The degree distribution of the evolved synthetic networks is compared against real BNs from various phylogenetically-distant organisms. The evolved networks quickly acquire mLmH property and end up having almost identical degree distribution to real networks of equal size (number of nodes and edges).
The presented results highlight the fact that system-level (software) traits can emerge after successive iterations of RVnRS over long stretches of evolutionary time. It is important to note that the implication here is not that natural selection acts directly on network topologies. Rather, the evolutionary advantageous mLmH topology is a soft property of the overall inter-connectivity among selected-for genes (alleles). The presented evolutionary algorithm simulates the variation part of the RVnRS process by introducing random changes to the interaction network's profile at each generation: (1) a gene may be invented and/or (2) two interacting (non-interacting) genes may cease (begin) to interact due to mutation. Evolutionary pressure is simulated by designating some interactions in the network as advantageous and others disadvantageous at a given point (generation) in evolutionary time, and we refer to such arbitrary designation as an 'Oracle advice' (OA). Subsequently, the fitness of the network as a whole is judged by the extent to which it can adapt to such pressure. Adaptability is quantified by how quickly the process of RVnRS can ultimately invent and/or alter the connectivity profile of genes in order to fixate (cleanse) beneficial (detrimental) interactions network-wide. Clearly the less ambiguous genes there are (on average over many instances of OAs) the faster RVnRS can transform the network away from a deleterious and into a healthier state (minimal damaging interactions).
The model is simple and general enough to avoid symbolic bloat and artificial complexity, but reasonably specific enough to capture the reality of BNs being constantly under pressure to change in response to changing environments. More importantly, it provides sufficient conditions for the emergence of mLmH and, because the inherent intractability of NP-hard problems is (assuming P̸ =NP) universally insurmountable, it explains why the emergence of mLmH is necessary. If BNs were more sparse (all genes of degree 1 in the extreme case), all genes are unambiguous under any scenario of evolutionary pressure but the genome size explodes (d specialty genes would be needed to carry out the function of a single gene performing d interactions). On the other hand, if they were more dense (less genes but higher connectivity per gene), the organism would drown in computational intractability: an exponential number of RVnRS iterations would be needed to ultimately invent the right set of genes whose connectivity maximizes (minimizes) beneficial (detrimental) interactions vis-à-vis the current evolutionary pressure scenario. The mLmH topology is the middle ground between the two extremes: essential functions are concentrated in hub genes that are unlikely to be detrimental in and of themselves. Regulating around them however, is where constant optimization is needed (e.g. micro-RNA regulation [15] ). In the presence of an evolutionary pressure, such optimization (through iterations of RVnRS) can be done at minimal cost by experimenting with loosely connected leaf genes at the periphery of the network [20] .
APPROACH 2.1 Evolutionary Pressure
A biological network of n genes (g1, g2, . . . , gn) can be represent as an adjacency matrix M = m jk , 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n where m jk = +1, −1, or 0 implies, respectively, that gj promotes, inhibits, or doesn't interact with g k . At a given point in evolutionary time, some interactions may become detrimental to the overall fitness of the organism: gj promotes (inhibits) g k when the latter should in fact be inhibited(promoted). Conversely, some interactions can become critically advantageous: gj promotes (inhibits) g k when the latter should indeed be promoted (inhibited). Let matrix A = a jk represent a hypothetical 'ideal' regulatory state, such that a jk ∈ {+1, −1} if m jk ̸ = 0 and a jk = 0 otherwise. We refer to A as an 'Oracle advice' (OA) on the network. The benefit (damage) score of each gene gj, given an OA, is the sum of beneficial (detrimental) interactions that gj is projecting onto (out-edges) or attracting from (in-edges) other genes. More precisely, the benefit score of gj is defined as:
m kj ⊕ a kj where:
and similarly the damage score is:
m kj ⊖ a kj where:
An organism is clearly better off conserving a gene gj if its benefit bj ̸ = 0 and damage dj = 0, and deleting gj if dj ̸ = 0 and bj = 0. We refer to such genes as unambiguous. Clearly a degree-1 leaf gene g k (i.e. it only interacts with one other gene) is always unambiguous. A degree-2 g k can have one of four possible (b k ,d k ) values: 00, 01, 10, 11 with each digit representing an interaction (edge) and 0 or 1 implying the interaction is beneficial or detrimental, respectively, and as such g k has a 50% chance of being unambiguous under a random OA (i.e. equal likelihood of an interaction being deemed beneficial or detrimental by the Oracle). As the degree d of g k increases linearly, the probability of it being unambiguous under some OA decreases exponentially (namely, prob. = 2 1−d ). The network evolution problem (NEP) is that of defining the following function f :
NEP has previously been proved NP-hard [3] . Figure 1 (a) shows a hypothetical small interaction network of 5 genes, with promotional and inhibitory interactions denoted by arrows and bars, respectively. The network can equivalently be represented as an (adjacency) interaction matrix M (top matrix in Figure 1 (b)) where +1, -1 signify promotional, inhibitory interaction, respectively (notice m jk =0 when no interaction exists between gj and g k ). Against a hypothetical OA matrix A (middle matrix in Figure 1 (b) ), where a jk ̸ = 0 indicates what the interaction m jk ̸ = 0 should ideally be, an interaction is deemed beneficial or detrimental (bottom matrix in Figure 1 (b) ) when m jk and a jk are in agreement (i.e. m jk ×a jk = 1) or disagreement (i.e. m jk ×a jk = −1), respectively. The benefit (damage) score of gj is the sum of beneficial (detrimental) interactions it is projecting onto (adding up absolute values along row j) or attracting from (along column j) other genes as shown in Figure 1 (c) . Genes that have zero benefit or damage score (respectively g5 and g4 in this example) should unambiguously be conserved (deleted). However, among genes with non-zero benefit and damage scores, an optimization search is needed to determine the optimal action (conserve and delete) that maximizes (minimizes) the overall total number of beneficial (detrimental) interactions. Clearly the larger the number of such ambiguous genes, the harder the optimization task would be. Assuming a certain threshold of tolerable detrimental interactions = 2 for example, the optimal RVnRS trajectory ( Figure 1 (d) ) would be one that leads to the conservation of g1, g2 and g4, and the deletion of g3 and g5.
Evolutionary Algorithm
Evolutionary pressure is simulated on a network by randomly generating OAs on all interactions. An evolutionary algorithm selects for networks that on average yield easier instances of the optimization problem. Instance difficulty is measured by (1) the percentage of genes that are unambiguous (benefit and/or damage = 0) and (2) the effective total benefits that are contributed by conserved genes in an optimal solution. Networks whose instances are easiest are considered fit, and a new generation of offspring networks are bred from the top performing networks. Offspring population are mutated before the next round of OA generation and instance evaluation starts. Figure 2 depicts the workflow of the algorithm. Individuals in the population are BNs, represented by their interaction matrix M . Individuals begin with either an empty network or one with randomly assigned edges. Mutation modifies connectivity between nodes by random edge reassignment to two randomly selected nodes, or by adding nodes and edges in simulations where network growth occurs. After mutation, the fitness of each network in the population is assessed based on the computational ease of the NEP instances that result from applying repeated evolutionary pressure (multiple OAs) on the network. Exact replicas are generated from the fittest 10% of the networks to create the next population networks. For a network of N nodes, the unambiguity metric U emphasizes sparsely connected nodes and is defined as the ratio of unambiguous nodes relative to the total number of nodes: 'conserve' ('delete'). Accumulated benefits in an NEP instance's optimal solution is a multi-set B = {bi : si = 1}, and the effective accumulated benefits Be = sum(set(B)) (i.e. Be is B normalized by the number of genes it takes to contribute a certain benefit value). For example, with B1 = {1, 1, 1, 2} and B2 = {2, 3}, sum(B1) = sum(B2), but B1e = 3 while B2e = 5. Be reflects the effort (no. of genes conserved) needed to achieve a certain benefit. Generally, with a gene of degree d and assuming all its in-and out-edges are in agreement with the OA (i.e. a totally beneficial gene), it would single-handedly contribute |d| to Be. In the opposite extreme, if such a gene were broken into n specialty genes with degrees (d1, d2.., dn), di = 1∀i, then Be reduces down to 1 ((d1 + d2 . . . dn) ÷ n) assuming all such genes are beneficial. Let Btot be the total benefit in a given NEP instance (the sum of gained benefits of conserved genes and lost benefits of deleted genes), the fitness of a given NEP instance S is measured as:
where α ∈≈ R + . In all simulations, we used α = 2, which calibrated the opposing effects [20] of the the two selection criteria (instance size in U and effective total benefit in Be B tot , further discussed in 3.1 and Figure 3 ). The larger a gene's degree is the more ambiguous it can be. Unambiguous genes do not need to be included in the computationally costly optimization search and can apriori be deemed beneficial (detrimental) and should therefore be conserved (deleted) regardless of the state of other genes. Mutations on unambiguous nodes will have a clear selection gradient since they are more likely to be totally beneficial or totally detrimental but not both. Although the problem is generally NP-hard, instances with small effective instance size (large number of unambiguous genes) are easier to satisfy. Clearly a very sparse network results most genes being unambiguous, but it also leads to an explosion of genome size since more genes are needed to fulfill a function that could have been handled by a single hub gene. While Be measures the ability of a network to capture more benefits with less genes to conserve, normalizing it by the total benefits Btot discourages networks that hemorrhage a large number of possible benefits lost to deleted genes.
Figure 2:
The algorithmic workflow of the evolutionary algorithm. Simulations begin with empty networks or seed networks that have randomly distributed edges. Each network is randomly mutated by reassigning one edge at each generation and, if growth is allowed, one node is also added along with as many randomly assigned edges as needed to maintain the desired edge:node ratio. An instance of the network evolution problem (NEP) is obtained by generating a random Oracle advice (OA) on all edges in the network. A network's fitness at each instance S is calculated following the F (S) formula (Section 2.2). The 10% of networks with the highest average fitness over all instances are selected to breed a population of networks for the subsequent generation.
RESULTS

Adaptation
A population of random 400-node seed networks, each having an edge:node ratio matching that of the Yeast network (Table  2) 1 , is subjected to successive rounds of RVnRS. The evolutionary algorithm mutates each network in the population by edge-reassignment only and subsequently selects the fittest networks (according to their F (S) values) to breed the next population of networks. The networks are sorted according to fitness, and the top 10% are selected. Replicas are produced from each selected network bringing the population to its previous size. Figure 3 (a) displays the degree distribution of the fittest adapted network after 2000 mutate-select-breed generations (black dots) against 100 400-node randomly sampled subnetworks from Yeast. The connectivity of of the adapted network morphed into the mLmH property matching that of Yeast. Figure 3 Adapted networks fit larger hubs into the solution due to the fact that the more leaf nodes a network has the less threshold damage is consumed and therefore hubs (which are likely to carry damaging interactions) are more likely to be conserved (i.e. part of the optimal solution) for their benefits and despite their damages. That implies that a hub involved in damaging interactions can still be tolerated while more experimentation in network composition (conserve/delete) and/or connectivity (mutations that affect interaction affinity) can take place [20] . Figure 3 (e) displays the change in degree distribution on a normal and a log-scaled (inset) plot. The seed networks at the first generation are created by randomly assigning edges resulting in an exponential degree distribution centred around the average degree. In stark contrast, adapted networks at generation 2000 display a heavy-tailed distribution with a few highly connected hubs. The model robustly evolves to mLmH topology despite unfavourable starting conditions. Very low degree (leaf) nodes dramatically increase in frequency, while more high-degree (hub) nodes emerge. 
Adaptation with Growth
The same evolutionary algorithm is applied starting from a near empty seed network that grows in size over the generations. Networks in the population start with 4 nodes and periodically acquire new nodes and edges. Figure 4 illustrates simulated networks and their corresponding BNs that have the same edge:node ratio. The BNs are protein-protein interaction networks of 6 different organisms. The simulation is terminated when the simulation network reaches the size of 400 nodes. For comparison, 100 400-node subnetworks are sampled from the corresponding BN (colour dots in Figure  4 ). The degree distributions of simulated networks (black dots in Figure 4 ) closely match their corresponding BNs. The frequency of hubs in networks sampled from real BNs is comparable to those resulting from simulations, although the latter have lower probability of generating extremely highly connected hubs given their smaller size.
We considered whether the model can scale to larger networks by allowing the simulation to continue until the simulated network's size is equal to that of the corresponding BN, in contrast to previously described simulations ( Figures  3 and 4) which terminated when networks' size reached 400 nodes. We performed four experiments in which the simulated networks were allowed to grow to a size equal to that of Bacteria, Worm, Bacteria Regulatory, or Mouse Regulatory networks (see Table 2 for their corresponding number of nodes/edges). The four experiments show the scalability of the model to larger networks, with the latter two further showing its scalability to the regulatory context (as opposed to all other networks which represent protein-protein interactions). Figure 5 shows the degree distribution of the the fittest network after multiple generations of mutate-and-select. The number of generations is approximately equal to that of the number of nodes in the corresponding BN. In contrast to the smaller-sized evolved networks depicted in Figure 4 , the larger simulation networks shown in Figure 5 show an even smoother distribution particularly of hubs of degree ≥10.
METHODS
The simulation begins with a random network of 400 (adaptation) or 4 (adaptation with growth) nodes . The number of edges is defined by the chosen edge:node ratio that matches that of a given BN. Each individual network in the population is mutated once per generation. Mutation involves removing one randomly selected edge and replacing it with another edge between two random nodes. The interaction sign (promotional or inhibitory) is also assigned at random. The network must remain connected, meaning that no edge is removed if it severs one section of the network from the rest. After mutation, each network is assessed based on a number of NEP instances that is either fixed at 100 for the 400-node simulations, or varied proportional to ∼ 10% of the total nodes in the network for simulation of larger networks ( Figure 5 ). For extremely small networks at early generations of adaptation-with-growth simulations of larger networks, a minimum of 10 NEP instances was generated. The threshold of tolerated damaging interactions in the solution is imposed at 5% of the sum of all damages in all simulations. The top 10% fittest networks represent the surviving population and are used to spawn the population of networks for the next generation by making an equal number of exact replicas from each of the four. The population size is kept constant at 40-64 networks throughout the generations.
For the adaptation-with-growth simulations (Section 3.2), a random node is added every 5 generations (in the 400-node networks shown in Figures 3 and 4) or at every generations (full-network simulations shown in Figure 5 ). In addition, the appropriate number of edges are added to maintain the edge:node ratio of the corresponding BN. The simulation proceeds to evolve for 2000 generations or until the desired network size is reached. In simulations where network size is capped at 400 nodes, the algorithm continues to evolve for 2000 more generations but with edge-reassignment mutation only. NEP instances were reduced to knapsack instances [3] and solved to optimality using a pseudopolynomial algorithm [28] implemented in C. Networks were encoded and manipulated using the NetworkX package [31] .
DISCUSSION
Our simulation results show that computational intractability provides sufficient conditions for the emergence of the majority-leaves minority-hubs (mLmH) topology, irrespective of whether it follows a power-law distribution in a technical sense as has previously been intensely debated (see [21] and references therein). The fact that the intractability of NP-hard problems is (assuming P̸ =NP) universally insurmountable renders it a necessary condition as well: it rules out the possibility of any other topology. A completely sparse network where each gene has only one interaction produces the easiest possible optimization instances (every gene can unambiguously be either beneficial or detrimental under any evolutionary pressure scenario). However, it also leads to a need for more genes since functions that could have been handled by one hub gene of degree d must now be handled by d specialty genes. This obviously leads to an explosion of genome size. Conversely, a highly dense network where the number of genes is minimized and interactions are handled by multi-purpose hub genes leads to an exponential search space: the number of iterations of random-variations and non-random selection [9] before the network has been optimally rewired into a healthier state (i.e. the right subset genes has been conserved, discovered, mutated or deleted to overcome a given evolutionary pressure) would be exponential in network size. The majority-leaves minority-hubs topology is the middle ground between these two extremes: concentrate essential functions in hubs genes [15] , and respond to evolutionary pressure by experimenting (on the cheap) with loosely connected leaf genes at the periphery of the network [20] . Highly connected genes tend to perform essential functions . In all cases, each evolved network's degree distribution closely follows its corresponding BN of the same edge:node ratio. [19] and are unlikely to be detrimental in and of themselves. Regulating around them however (e.g. micro-RNA regulation [15] ) is where the constant optimization is needed.
For the presented model to be applicable beyond explaining the emergence of mLmH, some limitations must be addressed. We have treated all interactions (edges) as equal, but in reality some interactions are more potent than others. Unfortunately there is no large-scale data as of yet that can inform meaningful assignment of edge weights (i.e. some ±α ∈ R instead of simply ±1). Alternatively potency can be estimated based on the centrality of a given interaction (how many network shortest paths include it). We have also treated all genes (nodes) as equal, but in reality a gene's position matters [15, 20] and should be taken into account when attributing the magnitude of its benefit/damage scores. The benefit(damage) score of a central gene (many shortest paths pass through it) clearly has more positive (negative) impact on the network as a whole. Future work aims to overcome these limitations and apply its simulations as stress tests on experimentally-validated networks the coverage and accuracy of which is exponentially increasing [15, 17, 25, 34] . In this regard, we intend to ask the following question: what subset of pathways are involved in the hardest optimization instances under simulated evolutionary pressure? If the quick sands of computational intractability is the obstacle against Nature discovering a cancer-resistant regulatory network for example, the model may give a hint as to what subset of genes should combinatorially be optimized over (up-and down-regulation of genes). This can inform knockdown/out/in and RNA interference experiments, and is in sharp contrast with the dominant correlation-based cancer-target inference methods which, even if statistically sound, do not necessarily reveal underlying causation. The efficacy of the model in making such predictions can easily be falsified against previously known cancer-implicated sets of genes. 
